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saahil sharma(9 july,1997)
 
i am a open minded persons i love making friends and i keep my thoughts to
myself...i hope that you enjoy my poems and if you have any advices or
complains i always welcome them
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IN THE LIGHT OF THE DARK NIGHT...
SAILING IN THE MERRIEST OCEAN OF SADNESS...
WHILE FIGHTING FOR DEATH..
ABOVE THE TIMID BUT WILD BLACK SKY...
WE OBTAIN THE HAPPIEST  GIFT FROM GOD...
WE OBTAIN A HAPPY?
AFTERLIFE...
 
saahil sharma
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Future Of World
 
their discipline depends on their father
their virtues depend on their mothers
their religious beliefs depend on their grand  parents
their friends help them choose  the right way
and they together form
the future of the world...
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Human
 
when man realizes that  he has not fulfilled his dreams
when he realizes that he has not seen the true beauty of life
when he realizes that he has not speak-en the truth about what he was
when he realizes that he has done a mistake somewhere
it is too late it is when he is fighting the last fight of life
it is when he is lying on his death bed
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Love
 
when love is in the air...
and you and i are there...
and the night is lit up with the light of the crescent moon
and we both stand on the ocean's floor...
kissing each other...
and the stars fly around us like little angels...
and the birds sing to us love songs...
at that point...
what we feel for each other...
is...
true love...
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Who Am I
 
Who am i?
Am i some one very intelligent...
Or
Very talkative..
Or
Too much scared....
Or
Useless...
 
When i ask my self these questions everyday before sleeping!
I get the same answer every night..
I am myself and the best i can be......
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